
Customer Testimonial: #1 
DURA SEAL (#2489) 
I would like to take this time to let you know of our satisfaction with your Pro Chem Dura Seal product. We 
have been using this product now for a few years and the results have been quite pleasing as to the 
durability, ease of application of this floor care product. We have found that when properly applied Dura 
Seal outlasts the other brands that we were using by as much as 3 to 1.   

I would also like to take this time in letting you know how much your services are appreciated at our facility, 
your knowledge of your products and willingness to provide us with the level of service that you do, makes 
our jobs a lot easier. 

-Tire Company  

Customer Testimonial: #2 
The overall application process of was much simpler than we had expected. The most difficult part was the 
floor preparation mainly because we were working with a surface that had been abused. Once the prep 
work was completed the rest was a breeze. The Dura Seal product was simple to mix and apply. The only 
down side is the short pot life of the mixed product, but then most two part epoxy products have this same 
downside. Twenty four hours after we had applied the second coat we were in business and driving forklifts 
on the floor. We have been very pleased with the durability of this product and would recommend it to 
anyone who is looking for a floor coating that can withstand an industrial environment. 

-Equipment Company  

Customer Testimonial: #3 
I've had a lot experience with epoxy, and I'm glad you told me about Dura Seal. I've always used Sherwin 
William's floor sealer, which is about the same price, but yours is a far better product. The epoxy doesn't 
air dry. It creates a chemical reaction and bonds to the floor. Industrial paint just doesn't do that. Just ask 
someone if they'd rather use epoxy or Elmer's Glue to bond something. They'll most likely say Epoxy. 

-General Contractor  

Customer Testimonial: #4 
My floor project is almost two years old and I still get compliments about it. Folks say, 'how do you keep 
your shop floor looking so good?' They are surprised because they see what all we do in there. We move 
a lot of heavy equipment in and out of there, yet it still has that glossy finish to it. I will say this, the prep 
work is everything. You have to get that floor clean and etched before painting it. Dura Seal will do the rest. 

-Rental Company 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Customer Testimonial: #5 
We used Dura Seal for our paint booth in the Body Shop and Service Center. I can't say; 
enough how glad I was to hear about this product. Our rep came in and mentioned it just 
when we were about head to Lowe's to buy some. I'm so thankful that we didn't make that mistake. We got 
our order the very next day, as promised. The reason we went with Epoxy for this area is because we 
needed a floor that is easy to clean up. Plus, the temperature in that booth gets up to over 150 degrees. 
We needed something that would withstand the heat without cracking or peeling. Dura Seal does that. 
We're planning on doing the entire Body Shop floor with it now. Thanks Pro Chem for providing such a 
quality product. 

-Body Shop 

Customer Testimonial: #6 
"I am very impressed with your floorsealer. It would make any plant beautiful. It brightens the work 
environment, which impresses customers as well as lifts the spirits of the people working on the floor. It is 
easy to put down as well as maintain. It is easy to sell to management as it looks so good. We are also 
using other colors of the floor paint to do all of our special lines for walkways, 5S and safety requirements. 
Many of us here are considering this paint for our garage and driveway at home. I certainly give this paint 
it highest recommendation for floors in most plants. 

-Automotive Company  

 

 

 

 

 


